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Starry-eyed
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JMU student discovers three black holes on track to collide

BreezeVideo
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black hole. Supermassive black holes are
millions to billions of times the size of the
sun, according to a NASA article.
The data they’re observing is provided by
Junior physics major Jenna Harvey was
trying to fit the pieces of her research together the Large Binocular Telescope Observatory
for hours, but something wasn’t adding up. She in Arizona through Barry Rothberg, a worker
thought she was doing something incorrectly at the LBTO and a collaborator on the
before consulting with associate professor of project. Harvey and Constantin are looking
physics and astronomy Anca Constantin, and at properties of the gas in these galaxies to
they came up with a better plan to analyze determine if there are AGN present. Harvey
the data. Eventually, Harvey realized that she confirmed the AGN present in what they’ve
was contributing to research that would aid in been calling “Galaxy 1” and “Galaxy 3”, while
the discovery of three active galactic nuclei, at researchers at George Mason identified the
the centers of three supermassive black holes, third using data from the Chandra X-Ray
Observatory in Massachusetts.
colliding.
“I was pretty excited
This
research
is
because I hadn’t felt
part of a collaborative
like I had made much
project
across
progress
over
the
several institutions
summer as far as the
— including George
other pairs of merging
Mason
University
galaxies that I had been
— that aims to
researching,” Harvey
explore the inner
said. “Finding these
workings of galaxies.
broad components are
Harvey
said
she
important pieces of
initially approached
evidence that point to
Constantin,
a
an AGN, but they’re
researcher on the
just one piece of the
project, because she
whole puzzle.”
found the research
Harvey had to learn
compelling. Harvey
the physics of AGN
said she fell in love
Jenna
Harvey
and
programming
with astronomy while
Junior physics major
skills in order to
taking an online
interpret the data.
introductory
class
She’s been working on this
through
American
Public University before transferring to JMU. project since October 2018, but the bulk of
“We didn’t know that we were going to her research was conducted last summer.
find this wonderful thing, which is a triple Chris Hughes, head of JMU’s physics and
actively accreting supermassive black hole astronomy department, said he considers it
necessary for physics majors to get involved
system,” Constantin said. “It was great.”
Harvey and Constantin have been in research as students.
“When you get to this point in your
observing optical pictures of 15 different
pairs of galaxies to find out if they have active career as a scientist, you really need to
galactic nuclei or AGN. Constantin said this start realizing that it’s up to you to discover
is a special center of a galaxy that actively your own things,” Hughes said. “Undergrad
feeds on matter called the supermassive research is a great way of doing that.”

“They’re just
one piece of
the whole
puzzle.”

breezejmu.org
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By KAMRYN KOCH
The Breeze

Harvey had to learn the physics of AGN and programming skills to interpret her discoveries.
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The research is aimed at explaining the inner workings of galaxies.
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Constantin considers the discovery
beneficial to the understanding of how
galaxies grow and evolve. The standing
theory is that the process of two black
holes coming together is faster and more
efficient when there’s a third involved.
This means it’s harder to catch this kind
of phenomenon occurring. Constantin
said she’s excited that they can provide
stronger evidence for this theory.
“Because the process is faster, that
means the likelihood of us catching
those things happening out there in
the sky is even lower,” Constantin said.
“There have been candidates before, but
I think this paper is the best candidate
so far.”
This research can also help in solving
the “final parsec problem.” This problem
occurs because when two supermassive
black holes approach within a few
lightyears of each other, they need
an extra pull inward to merge due to
excess energy they carry in their orbits,
according to a NASA article.
They plan on continuing the project
and looking at the other 14 galaxy pairs
more closely. Hughes said their research
was “impressive,” and he said he’s proud
of how Harvey and Constantin have
represented the department.
“For us as a department, it’s nice because
it draws attention to what we do, not only
here on campus, but now, throughout
the scientific community,” Hughes said.
“For Anca and Jenna, it’s well-deserved
recognition for them personally for the
hard work that they have put into it.”
CONTACT Kamryn Koch at kochkr@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of
JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the
news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Harvey and Constantin have been observing optical pictures of 15 pairs of galaxies.
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of Harrisonburg.
Harrisonburg tourism manager Jennifer
Bell said her office emphasizes highlighting
the local area and attracting people to not
only come and visit but live in an area that’s
attractive and busy.
“Those types of things that we highlight
and promote as a tourism office also work
hand in hand with economic development
and attracting people who are interested
in working in the area and have the skillset
and desirability to work many places; they
can become attracted to Harrisonburg,” Bell
said.
Brian Shull, director of economic
development in Harrisonburg, said he’s
encouraged by the 10% growth of the
population in Harrisonburg over the past
decade.
“As I try to attract new business to the
Harrisonburg area and help the ones here

continue to grow and expand, it’s great to
be able to show a growing population and
that we’re a desirable community,” Shull
said. “People want to live here. It helps
with customers, workforce and the whole
vibrancy of the community.”
Shull said he believes there’ll be room for
future growth in not only Harrisonburg but
throughout the Shenandoah Valley. When
businesses are looking for employees, it can
help to have a growing community to help
sell the area and widen their customer base.
“You always want to strive to be a growing
community,” Shull said. “We’ve been very
fortunate to have 10% growth over the last
decade.”
CONTACT Matthew Sasser at sasserma@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Harrisonburg has seen a population
increase of about 10% over the past decade,
according to the Weldon Cooper Center. In
2010, there were 48,914 residents, and there
are now 53,997 residents. There’s been a slight
decrease in the last two years of 700 residents,
but research and policy analyst Hamilton
Lombard said these numbers fall in line with
national trends.
“The main thing is Harrisonburg is still
growing faster than Virginia overall, pulling
in a lot of people who move in there who may
not be affiliated with JMU,” Lombard said.
Annual estimates of population growth are
used for planning and budgeting purposes
for local state governments. The population
estimates are essential pieces of data that are
used to reallocate money back to localities.

The Weldon Cooper Center uses
construction data, school enrollment,
state administrative data, driver’s license
registration and death data to capture an
estimate for the population of an area.
Lombard said areas in Virginia that have
universities have seen more population
growth as a result of expanding enrollment,
along with increased hiring of staff.
However, because of a decline in high
school graduates in the state, there’s been
a corresponding decrease in enrollment
at JMU, which has caused a corresponding
decrease in population, according to the
Virginia Department of Education. In the fall
of 2018, JMU enrollment decreased by 0.4
percent. All population numbers take JMU
into consideration.
There’s slightly slower population growth
across Virginia, but Lombard doesn’t see
this as a negative indicator for the economy

breezejmu.org

By MATTHEW SASSER
The Breeze
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Despite a recent decrease in population, Harrisonburg has
seen an overall increase of 10% over the last 10 years
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While there’s been a recent decrease in the amount of students enrolled at JMU, the population in the Harrisonburg area has been on the rise for the past decade.
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Three Habitat for Humanity
properties impact community

Council voiced uniform approval
for rezoning requests on three
Habitat for Humanity properties.
The Central Valley Habitat for
Humanity chapter sought the zone
modification from “R2 residential
district” to “R8 small lot residential”
so it could build duplexes on the
land. Now, the organization can
house six families rather than three
on the property.
“Double the homes, double the
hope,” David Wenger, the executive
director of Central Valley Habitat
for Humanity, said.
This is the city’s first property
approval under the new R8 zoning
class. Last year, Council added
the zoning option, which allows
smaller homes on smaller lots, to
give lower income and first-time
home buyers increased affordable
housing options.
Wenger said the organization
has built 65 homes for community
members who are struggling to
purchase one. He said he estimates
that half of those homes were built
within city limits.
The plots are located
in
a
residential
neighborhood
on
Route 42, four
blocks behind
The
Little
G r i l l

Collective.
Each
parcel
is
approximately 6,250 square feet,
equating to approximately 18,750
square feet of total rezoned land
area.
Both
the
city
staff
and
the
planning
commission
unanimously recommended that
the Council approve the rezoning
request. Director of Community
Development
Adam
Fletcher
cited that recasting the property
is compliant with the city’s
comprehensive plan, which stresses
the importance of strengthening
existing neighborhoods with a
range of housing options.
Wenger said the local Habitat for
Humanity chapter triggers “ripple
outcomes” that affect the city’s
potential to help more people.
“We see this only as a first step
to what can — we hope — be an
ongoing relationship to address the
needs of the people in the city of
Harrisonburg,” Wenger said.

Council’s future vision
becomes reality

The year 2039 may seem far away, but City Council
is already mapping out the next two decades of
Harrisonburg’s future.
City staff identified 29 actionable priorities to kick
off the first three years of the Council’s vision.
City Manager Eric Campbell reviewed the team’s

a n n u a l
presentation
of
its
accomplishments
and
progress.
He
said
he
estimates that city staff is
29% through their
three-year workload.
The
team
charted
72
projects to tackle
the
Council’s
priorities list —
21 are already
completed,
44
are
in
progress and
7 haven’t yet
commenced.
Campbell
highlighted
s e v e r a l
o n g o i n g
projects,
including
the expansion of the language access
plan, which provides translation
services at Council meetings, and
Launch Harrisonburg, a program that
trains local entrepreneurs. Launch
Harrisonburg’s inaugural batch of
future business owners began classes
last week.
The city manager also detailed a
few finished projects, one being the
monthly community walks during
which police, firefighters and public
works staff connect with residents
of local neighborhoods. Another

completed project is the city’s color bus system for
JMU routes implemented last August.
All 72 projects are nested under six focus areas
the Council developed at a retreat last year. Those
goals include transforming Harrisonburg into “a
city for all” regardless of residents’ heritage, culture,
language or economic status and an “educational
epicenter.” The plan also emphasizes developing
the city economically, furnishing all residents with
housing and enhancing city services.
Mayor Deanna Reed expressed her gratitude for
Campbell’s presentation and the clarity it may give
community members on the state of the city.
“Sometimes, we feel like things are not happening
[in city government], but it takes time,” Reed said.
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City
Council
discusses
upcoming community events

The Council unanimously approved five
permits for upcoming special events. Erin
Smith, the events manager for Harrisonburg
Downtown
Renaissance,
presented
the
calendar.
The first event will take place in two weeks.
“Sunday Funday” is a 1K race for community
members of all skill levels. Participants can

@thebreezenews

be on Oct. 24 in Court Square
and will potentially draw
between 3,000 and 4,000 people
to roam the streets of the city. The supposed
cost is $3,600.
“You just went through three seasons,” Reed said when
Smith concluded her presentation.

@BreezeNewsJMU

run or walk the 0.62-mile
race and cool down afterward
with beverages from Brothers
Craft Brewery, where
the race starts and ends.
The event requires the
partial closure of East
Washington Street on
Feb. 23 from 9 a.m. until
11 a.m.. The estimated cost
of the event is $240.
On April 18, attendees can
choose between two events.
The “5K Run/Walk for Autism” is in
its 13th year of raising money to support
families in the region impacted by autism.
Approximately 1,000 participants and spectators
a r e expected to attend the race that begins
and ends on EMU’s campus. It will cost
between $870 and $1,020 to facilitate.
Also that Saturday, music will
ebb from the Turner Pavilion
from 3 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. at
the “Rocktown Beer and Music
Festival.” The annual event in
its 10th year draws between
3,000 to 3,500 participants and
will cost between $3,680 and
$4,430.
Jumping to October, the
annual “Race to Beat Breast
Cancer 5K” will circle Westover Park
for the 18th year. On Oct. 17, between 900
and 1,000 participants are expected to attend.
Harrisonburg Parks and Recreation anticipates
the event costing between $660 and $1,040.
Candy-loving kids can look forward to the
“Skeleton Festival,” which will feature trick-ortreating at downtown businesses. The event will

CONTACT Brice Estes at estes2ba@dukes.jmu.edu.
For more coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg news,
follow the news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.

A “thanks-for-making-adifference-in-the-futureof-our-planet” pat to the
Dukes who carry reusable
water bottles.
From a tree-hugger who’s
nevertheless disappointed at
the number of one-time use
coffee cups she sees around
campus.
A “why-do-I-do-this” dart
to myself for not realizing I
had a project to do until the
day before it was due.
From someone who probably
would’ve left it to do at the
last minute anyway.
A “thanks-for-notleaving” pat to Luke Fickell
for not leaving the University
of Cincinnati Football Team
despite being offered double
his salary.
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From an avid fan.
A “do-you-even-knowhow-to-be-quiet?” dart
to my roommate who woke
me up at 2 a.m. blasting a
YouTube video.
From someone who knows
what a pair of headphones is.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Behind bars
As death rates in prisons rise, not enough people
can find it in themselves to care
MEGAN KLEPPER | changing perspective
There’s been a
recent
increase
in the number of
deaths happening
in
Mississippi
prisons. So far, 12
inmates have died
in 2020, and nine
of these deaths
happened in the
Mississippi State
Penitentiary
at
Parchman, according to The New York Times.
Only one of these was determined to have
been a suicide, while the others were caused
by altercations between inmates. There have
also been multiple stabbings and beatings that
have claimed the lives of prisoners.
With the shocking death rates being brought
to light, citizens are looking at state officials to
take action. Governor Tate Reeves responded
to a tweet with news of the two most recent
deaths and stated that the Mississippi
Department of Corrections is attempting
to “respond immediately and prevent this
going forward.” He even concluded the
tweet by stating, “We have asked [Mississippi
Department of Corrections] to provide as
much information to the public as possible as
quickly as possible. Transparency is the first
step.”
No matter how transparent MDOC is,
people may have negative opinions of inmates
and may not consider it their problem.
The issue with prison reform is that some
people believe those in prison deserve to be
there. Although doing time for committing a

crime is a fair argument, the line gets blurred
when doing time involves inhumane living
conditions and life-threatening situations.
With those repercussions of prison life, the
inmate is often not simply serving his or her
time; they’re fighting to stay alive. Nonviolent
offenders are treated just as harshly as violent
ones. Over 1.6 million people are arrested for
drug-related crimes each year, and most are
sentenced to harsh and unfair punishments,
according to drugpolicy.org.
Parchman has its fair share of violent
stories throughout history. During the late
19th Century, African Americans were often
the targets of cruel punishment given by
police. Suspects were arrested for crimes
such as theft, gambling and traveling without
a work permit but were given extremely harsh
punishments that often included slave labor.
Prisoners often had to sleep on the floor and
were beaten frequently by officers. It wasn’t
until 1971 that reform finally began taking
place. However, these reforms couldn’t
change the mentality of prisoners.
The deaths at Parchman represent the
harmful consequences that occur when
prisons focus on punishment instead of
rehabilitation. Enforcing rules with violence
instead of teaching obedience will cause
inmates to use violence against one another.
Without hope or a light at the end of the
tunnel, prisoners won’t care about leaving
prison. That mentality will cause more violence
and many more deaths. The murder of inmate
Albert Dorsey on Sept. 14 was the fourth
homocide at Hardeman County Correctional
Facility in Tennesee. This private prison has

30% of recorded Tennessee homicides in
prison. However, this small prison only holds
9% of inmates in Tennessee. There’s an obvious
need for reform at prisons with statistics and
reputations like Hardeman and Parchman.
Reform is achievable. Through education
of all those involved in the criminal system,
administrators could show a clear line between
punishment and rehabilitation. Punishment
will only cause more pain, which escalates into
violence. Guards need to be more aware of
their inmates and choose to help them through
the prison system. Inmate versus inmate
violence might not necessarily stem from
inmates having issues but rather from inmates
feeling like they need to take control. Control
can come in many different forms, and it’s
important for guards and administrators to be
educated enough to gain control over inmates
without inflicting force.
The waterfall of violence begins with the
attitude of citizens outside the prison walls.
Reform can’t begin inside prisons — it needs
to come from everyday people. Citizens must
realize those behind bars are still people who
have relationships with others on the outside.
Those dying in Mississippi prisons are
someone’s parent, son, daughter or cousin,
not just inmates.
Government and administrators must see this
harmful pattern and prevent it from happening
again, whether it’s in Mississippi or any other
prison in the country.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Megan Klepper is a senior writing, rhetoric
and technical communication major. Contact
Megan at kleppemc@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Second
chances

Amendment graveyard
The Washington D.C. Voting rights Amendment
- Would’ve allowed the residents of Washington D.C. the same
representation in Congress as any other state

The Titles of Nobility Amendment

- Would make any citizen who accepted or received a title of nobility
from a foreign power no longer a citizen

Paycheck Fairness Act

- Would’ve allowed employees to form a union by collecting signatures
from more than half of the workplace

The Equal Rights Amendment

- Was intended to put into law the equality of men and women but was
never actually passed

CHARLIE JONES | piece of mind

Repeal Big Oil Tax Subsidies Act

- Would’ve repealed a bevy of tax measures that
benefit oil companies

Charlie Jones is a freshman public policy
& administration major. Contact Charlie
at jones7cr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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catastrophe of the Iraq War, the genocide
in Yemen and the now 19-year-long war in
Afghanistan.
Former presidential candidate George
McGovern used to say in his stump
speeches, “I’m fed up to the ears with old
men dreaming up wars for young men to die
in.” He was referring to the War in Vietnam
which, according to a paper from the
Research Institute of Industrial Economics,
disproportionately
forced
African
Americans and poorer, rural white citizens to
fight in a war, while the richest families, like
that of the current president, bought their
way out of the war. Time and time again, the
powerful senators and representatives that
orchestrate and authorize war turn around
and delegate the burden of sacrifice to those
who had no say in the decision, which is
why this country should reconsider, in some
form, an obscure amendment from 1916
aptly named the “Put your money where
your mouth is” amendment.
This amendment would require all wars
and armed conflicts to be put to a vote with
those voting “yes” enlisting to fight first. This
might not be entirely feasible in its 100-yearold language, but an amendment of this
nature would ensure that proper weight is
given to the unthinkable decision of war
and that the hardships of these wars aren’t
disproportionately heaped on marginalized
members of society.
The Constitution is the citizen’s document,
and in order to keep it that way, there needs to
be updates that reign in unchecked power and
provide accountability and justice to all.

breezejmu.org

amendment — warmongering.
At the start of this year, escalations
between the United States and Iran almost
led to an armed conflict that would’ve been
yet another interventionary exploit. The
Constitution explicitly states, “The Congress
shall have Power… to declare War,” yet the
last time Congress officially declared war
was in WWII. That means that countless
bloody and violent battles in Korea,
Vietnam, Panama, Iraq and Afghanistan
— just to name a few — weren’t officially
considered wars.
The way each of the presidents associated
with these wars navigated around
Congress was through nomenclature and
terminology by referring to these as “armed
conflicts” or other deceptive wordings.
After the disastrous Vietnam War, Congress
attempted to reign in some of this executive
overreach through the War Powers Act,
which required Congress’ approval of any
armed engagement; however, presidents
from both sides of the political spectrum
have ignored this resolution countless
times.
Although the War Powers Act attempted
to avert unnecessary wars by giving power
back to Congress, it didn’t place any new
protections to ensure that Congress acted
in the best interests of citizens. In 2001,
Congress did approve a war, but through
scare tactics and a bully pulpit, war hawks
managed to pass the Authorization for Use
of Military Force resolution. The resolution
turned out to be a blank check that didn’t
explicitly state an enemy or a timeline for
conflict but instead gave the President
the leeway to invade anywhere deemed a
“threat” for an indefinite amount of time.
This disastrous decision has led to the

BreezeVideo

Looking past some of the more
outlandishly terrible proposed amendments
— like one that would have renamed the
U.S. to “The United States of Earth” — there
are actually some ingenious common-sense
ideas that were passed over. One of those is
the idea of congressional term limits.
Throughout
the
20th
century,
amendments establishing term limits on
representatives and senators were proposed
multiple times with increasing focus after
the Watergate scandal and continuing into
the 1990s. President Roosevelt was elected to
serve an unprecedented four terms, inspiring
the 22nd Amendment, which established
the Presidential two-term limit; however,
senators and representatives can currently
serve an unlimited number of terms.
Sen. Patrick Leahy and Rep. Don
Young have spent nearly 45 and 46 years,
respectively, serving uninterrupted in their
current positions. With the World Bank
reporting the average lifespan of a U.S. citizen
at about 79 years, this means that many
members of Congress have served over half
their life.
Many argue that voters could remove these
members from office if they weren’t satisfied
with them, but oftentimes, years in power
provide these members political advantages
that keep them entrenched in Congress.
According to CNBC, the average cost of
running for Congress keeps increasing,
and incumbent politicians often have a
significant fundraising advantage, locking
many potential alternative candidates out
of the election. Additionally, incumbent
politicians can use the redistricting
process to their advantage. As notorious
gerrymanderer Thomas Hofeller once
said, “Usually, the voters get to pick the
politicians. In redistricting, the politicians
get to pick the voters.” An amendment
limiting how long a member of Congress
can serve would allow for a wider variety
of voices to be heard in Washington as
new members bring their own ideas and
experiences to the policymaking process.
Besides congressional term limits,
there’s an even more pressing issue that
could be solved with a previously proposed
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In 1789, Thomas
Jefferson wrote in
a letter to James
Madison, saying,
“Each generation
is as independent
as
the
one
preceding,
as
that was of all
which had gone
before. It has
then, like them,
a right to choose
for itself the form of government it believes
most promotive of its own happiness;
consequently, to accommodate to the
circumstances in which it finds itself.”
To translate Jefferson, the Constitution
must adapt to the beliefs of each new
generation, and it was through this belief
that the Constitution was made a “living”
document that can be amended.
Since the Constitution was ratified in
1788, the document has only been changed
27 times, with the most recent addition
taking place in 1992. However, the meager
number of amendments isn’t for a lack of
trying. Countless amendments from the
reasonable to the outright absurd have died
over the years.
Some perished in Congress, and some
found their end in the state ratification
process. Recently, America has started to
take a second look through the figurative
amendment graveyard for good ideas that
might have been passed over.
The most recent amendment, the 27th,
was originally the Second Amendment
proposed at the first Congress. After being
defeated, a letter-writing campaign by a
University of Texas student renewed enough
interest in the amendment to finally get it
added some two centuries later.
In 2020, Virginia became the final state
to ratify the nearly 50-year-old Equal Rights
Amendment even though many politicians
believed it to be a failure of the past. The
surprising resurrection of previously failed
amendments opens the possibility to alter
history by delving into the vast repertoire of
deceased amendments.

@TheBreezeOp

Some old, rejected bills deserve
another opportunity to be passed

Employee Free Choice Act

@breezejmu

- Would’ve made it easier for women to raise concerns about pay inequity
in the workplace
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Dodged a bullet
Those disappointed
that Trump wasn’t
impeached can find
solace in the fact that
Pence can’t take over
BREEZE FILE PHOTO

FILIP DE MOTT | contributing columnist
The three-week
impeachment trial
of President Trump
came to a close on
Feb. 5 as the Senate
voted to acquit him
of abusing power
and
obstructing
justice.
The
outcome
wasn’t unexpected.
In
December,
Senate
Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell publicly announced
his plans to work closely with White House
lawyers, dissolving hopes for an unbiased trial.
While foreseeable, the proceeding’s results
have left many troubled with the consequences.
This is best exemplified by reactions of latenight hosts, such as Samantha Bee: “The
Senate has set a devastating precedent. Future
presidents can solicit foreign interference
in an election; they can investigate private
citizens. There are no rules.”
Nevertheless, whether one is left
disappointed by a muddied due process
characterized by a tilted system of check
and balances or not, those hoping to see a
Democratic alternative to Trump in 2020
may actually find comfort in his acquittal.
A Trump-free Oval Office would mean,
potentially, a Mike Pence candidacy, which
is a reality that would threaten the likelihood
of a liberal presidency.
In such a hypothetical situation, Pence,
the current vice president, would have every
reason to campaign once in office. History
has revealed a pattern of vice presidents
running after their term in office. Following
Nixon’s resignation, Gerald Ford ran against
Jimmy Carter in 1976. So did Al Gore after Bill
Clinton’s impeachment, contesting against
Bush in 2000.
Some have already laughed at the prospect
of Pence in such power, his inflexible
religious views and spouse-obsessed lifestyle
being the center of ridicule. Bee said, “It
would have been fun seeing Pence try to
figure out if he wants to call his wife ‘first lady
mother’ or ‘first mother lady,’” referring to a
2017 Rolling Stone claim that Pence calls his
wife “mother.”
The idea of Mike Pence — who has

Pence would’ve been a much worse alternative to Trump had the president been impeached, says Breeze columnist.

remained largely out of the scandal spotlight
throughout Trump’s reign — as the nation’s
top executive feels so foolish that there’s
even a satirical website for his campaign
proclaiming, among other things, that Jesus
Christ is his running mate.
Yet, whatever his caricature, a Pence
candidacy would overturn much of the
current Democratic drive against Trump.
Most of the competitors run on the promise
of dismantling President Trump’s provoking
policies — in essence, a promise to bring
the nation back to a familiar normality — a
normality Pence represents.
Even during the 2016 election, Pence’s
status quo persona provided much to
appreciate. In a New Yorker article, Steve
Bannon, a former White House chief
strategist, said, “Trump’s got the populist
nationalists, but Pence is the base. Without
Pence, you don’t win.”
As a politician with experience and a
cool temperament — an immense contrast
to Trump — Pence would spell trouble for
those Democrats who pride themselves on
being just that. One example is Joe Biden,
who has proven to be the most conventional
of the runners.
In addition to President Trump’s base,
Pence could rally the few on the right who
disapprove of Trump but feel uneasy or
at odds with the Democratic campaigns,
especially the more progressive ones. For
instance, in the words of a Politico article, “as
long as Pence is perceived as having restored
… honor and dignity to the White House,
Warren’s crusade against corruption might
feel outdated.”
Moreover,
though
less
obviously,
president-want-to-be Pence would have
the financial backing to jump-start his
campaign, something of significance in
modern elections. In the same New Yorker
article mentioned previously, much was also
revealed about Pence’s profound ties with the
Koch family, for whom he pursued certain
policies in exchange for financial backing.
The two are so deeply connected that, “in
2014, a Republican strategist told Politico
that ‘the whole Koch operation’ had become
‘the shadow headquarters of Pence for
President.’”
With the impeachment trial wrapped up and

President Trump continuing on with his first
term, Democratic candidates have sustained
their increased chance of placing one of their
own in the Oval Office. Though upsetting to
many, Trump’s acquittal means avoiding a
greater threat — that of candidate Pence, a
would-be serious runner with far-reaching

financial backing and a far less stained past.
Democrats can now safely continue with their
arranged objectives — at least until 2024.
Filip De Mott is a sophomore media arts
and design and international affairs
major. Contact Filip at demottfs@dukes.
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Students create business club to emphasize
positive female engagement in the industry
By GRACIE BROGOWSKI
The Breeze

For the past two years, four business
majors — all of whom are women — have
tried to start an organization at JMU to
support women who are entering the
business world. Last October, that goal was
achieved when the students formed JMU’s
Women in Business club.
When Kelly Johnson, junior business
major and president of the club, as well as
five other students went to New York City
to learn about different job opportunities,
they noticed how small the percentage
of women in the business world is, the
founders said. A statistic from the U.S.
Department of Labor Blog about Women
in Management Occupations concluded in
2017 that 45% of workers in marketing and
sales management are women.
“A lot of the companies we visited had
a lack of women in the companies at the
meetings that we were at, but they also
had organizations within the company
to increase the number of women and
increase the involvement of women within
the company,” Johnson said.
The women said that when they heard
about these organizations, they were
interested in joining JMU’s version. They
found out that it didn’t exist, so they
decided to take action.
“We want to provide an encouraging
environment for all women who are

interested in business ... across the
university,” vice president Morgan Cox
said.
The executive committee said it hopes
that the club’s exposure will grab the
attention of all women on campus,
especially underclassmen. Treasurer
Jenna Sweeney said members should feel
prepared when it’s time for them to look for
a job, and the earlier they get started, the
better. Women in Business has partnered
with the Career and Academic Planning
Center as another resource available to
interested women.
After getting approval from the university
to establish Women in Business, the
executive board members said they didn’t
expect to receive the amount of attention
they did. They said they were amazed at
how many female students approached
them during their first Student Organization
Night, saying that they’ve been looking
for a group like Women in Business. The
club received a large number of sign-ups,
and members said they want that trend to
continue.
JMU’s student body is made up of
approximately 60% women, Cox said,
and the founders decided to focus on the
ones who have an interest in business as
a career. Members have the opportunity
to participate in open discussions about
succeeding in a male-dominated workforce.
“Everyone’s going to have to get a
job when they graduate,” Sweeney said.

“They’re going to have to know how to
interview and things like that, and how to
build a resume when you apply.”
While the club is called Women in
Business, it’s open to female students in
all majors. The executive committee said
it’s confident that the organization will
support its members in learning professional
business knowledge to prepare them for fulltime careers after college.
Johnson pointed out that learning about
business is basically understanding those
professional life skills as well as financial and
managerial understanding. Club members
said the group has plans to build its own
network to help women find that perfect job
which matches who they are.
Members said that within one semester,
the club has received more support than
they expected from alumni and faculty from
the College of Business as well as faculty
members from other areas of JMU. They
said it’s a safe place for women to get to
know each other, to share advice on how to
succeed and “to increase the involvement of
women in the business world.”
“We really hope that everyone knows that
they can be a businesswoman,” Johnson
said.
CONTACT
Gracie Brogowski at
brogowsx@dukes.jmu.edu. For more on
the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU
and Harrisonburg communities, follow the
culture desk on Twitter @Breeze_Culture.

Anna Connole
“If I was trying to pick one
thing at this school that really
was most impactful to me, [it’s]
when I joined the team at the
James Madison Center for Civic
Engagement. It was brand new
during my first year here. I was
actually the first student hired,
and since joining, I’ve been able
to see it grow into this amazing
force at the school, and it’s all
about just getting students
represented and making sure
their voice is heard in the
community, and whatever
they care about matters to us.
We build partnerships, make
sure they go out and vote, and
right now, we’re tabling for the
2020 census — which is really
important — and just making
sure they have the tools and
resources and knowledge to
be civically engaged on campus
and in the community.”

Watch the video and submit a
nomination on breezejmu.org
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Check all the boxes
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Top seven fun and practical subscription boxes students should try

By TRACI RASDORF
The Breeze

An easy-peasy, cheap,
yet quality beauty bag

Causebox
A stylish, multi-purpose, environmentally
conscious box for adventurous women

Sips by

gluten-free box is $19.99-24.99 for about
10 snacks. Each box ships for free. Types of
treats include cranberry trail mixes, vanilla
almond keto bars, organic gummy fruits,
mini pretzels, jalapeno beef sticks, lemon
wafer bites and sweet and spicy pecans,
only to name a few.
With every box shipped, Food With
Love donates one meal to families in need
in the U.S. with a mission to do something
about hunger while providing others with
genuinely good snacks. Any college student
may benefit from discovering appetizing
goodies while giving back by way of Food
With Love.

Assorted teas for rest and relaxation
during tough academic weeks

For those who aren’t a fan of coffee,
tea can be the next best thing. A warm
gulp of flavored tastes in all sorts of teas
is a great thirst-quencher during long
nights in Carrier and Rose libraries.
Sips by also gives a quiz to find out what
best suits one’s tea wants and needs.
Customers can pick bagged, looseleaf or
a mixture of both as well as caffeinated
or herbal, chosen from over 150 brands.
These come from international and local
vendors, giving students a chance to try
varieties they’ve never had before. One
can choose flavors they’re interested in
— like citrus, sweet and spicy, nutty or

minty — and types of tea like herbal,
matcha, oolong or chai.
Each monthly box comes with four
different flavors or kinds of teas, and
it brews about 15 cups for $15, making
each tea worth $1. Shipping is free.
The company also offers three-, sixand 12-month subscriptions for higher
prices. Each one provides reusable and
biodegradable filters, tasting notes,
steeping guidelines and offers with
brand partners. One of the best parts
of this service is that the quiz also takes
into consideration dietary preferences
and restrictions.

Adults & Crafts Crate
Pleasurable pastime projects for procrastinators who want to be productive
Plenty of students may procrastinate
when the “Are you still watching?”
message pops up in the middle of their
12th episode on Netflix. There can be
other more dynamic and rewarding ways
to put off doing that pesky assignment.
Adults & Crafts Crate is a monthly kit
with an engaging set of tools, materials
and instructions to create functional and
entertaining projects.
A one-month subscription costs
$33, which seems reasonable for the

Harry’s

quality of the creation options like
clock-building, wood-burning, candlemaking, wine caddy-crafting and string
art sign-making. Shipping for this box
is $6.95 a month. Other options include
three-, six- and 12-month subscriptions
for reduced prices — all popular for
gifting. Trying out Adults & crafts is a
stimulating way for any student to make
something useful and decorative while
keeping one’s mind off their homework.

A chic grooming kit for guys who dread a
trip to the store in the middle of the week
subscription. For any order under $15,
shipping is $3.
Harry’s seems to go the extra mile to
show its customers that it cares about the
quality of its products, advertising that its
blades are made of steel, hair essentials
are paraben and sulfate-free, and that it
donates 1% of its sales to nonprofits to
provide grooming items to men in need.
Students can use Harry’s knowing they’re
supporting others.

CONTACT
Traci Rasdorf at
thebreezeculture@gmail.com.For more
on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the
JMU and Harrisonburg communities,
follow the culture desk on Twitter
@Breeze_Culture.
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Harry’s is a casual, yet excellent,
shaving company that strives to give every
man “a quality shave at a fair price.” For
men in college, Harry’s offers them a few
less nights in Walmart looking for another
pack of razors or the right aftershave.
To start, $8 gets one a weighted and
rubberized handle, a five-blade razor
cartridge, a travel blade cover and a
foaming shave gel. Then, they’ll choose
what they want refills of. These include
eight new blades for $15 or blades and a
gel for $2. The last step is to tell Harry’s
how often one shaves so that a new
shipment will come every two months,
three months or five months based on
their grooming schedule. Every order over
$15 receives free shipping, including this

breezejmu.org

Causebox is the perfect subscription for female
students looking to spice up their look, do a little
decorating and give themselves a little TLC while
supporting small businesses. This is the most
expensive box on the list with a quarterly payment
of $54.95 or an annual payment of $210, taxes and
free shipping included. However, it has professional,
fancier products that are a great value. And, when
signing up with one’s email, they receive 20% off their
first box. In each box, one can find items like jewelry,
full-sized beauty, skin or hair care
products, household decorative items,
accessories to wear and everyday useful
items, which all fit a cute aesthetic
based on each season. This company
sources its finds from socially conscious
brands like Tribe Alive to send out
ethically made products.
It also features a new, less-known
artist ’s work on its boxes ever y
month so that customers can reuse
the material for a project or storage
container. This subscription puts the
“cause” in Causebox for its goal to
bring its customers sustainable pieces
centered around empowering women
everywhere, creating a meaningful and
practical purchase that any student
may appreciate.

With so many snack options in campus
marts like Mr. Chips and P.O.D. markets,
it can be difficult to go for yummy, less
sugary and healthier choices. Love With
Food is the ultimate mom-box, like one’s
mom probably sent it to their doorstep to
make sure they’re not just eating ramen for
every meal.
The “Tasting” box, the cheapest at $7.999.99, features about seven snacks that
are delicious and don’t contain artificial
flavoring or coloring, hydrogenated oils,
trans fat or high fructose corn syrup. They’re
organic and all-natural. The “Deluxe” box
is $16.50-19.95 for about 15 snacks, and a

BreezeVideo
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Any pup owner is bound to get a kick out of this
monthly box. Toys and treats can add up in one short
visit to the pet store, but they don’t have to with Bark
Box. In each package, dogs will receive three toys,
two bags of treats and one chew toy. Each of them are
a decent size, picked to fit a theme of the month and
should last until the next box arrives.
Bark Box boasts on its website that it’s “committed
to creating the world’s best products and experiences
to satisfy each individual dog’s distinct personality and
preferences.” The company demonstrates this by getting
to know an owner’s pet with a few questions like their
pet’s name, weight and size, breed and if they have any
allergies.
The purchase options are a bit confusing, so here’s the
breakdown. For a month-to-month option, each box is
$35. For a six-month subscription, each box is $29. The
third option is a six-month subscription with extra toys
included. For this option, the first month’s box is $5, then
$29 each box after. This box also features free shipping.
The price ranges can be a bit steep, but it may be worth
it to some for their beloved pet.

A scrumptious hodgepodge of energy-packed snacks for long study days

The Breeze

For any woman who likes to keep her
makeup looking simple or just enjoys trying
out new products without the commitment of
spending big bucks on full-size packages, Ipsy
is a stellar option. The personalized “glam bag”
comes with five sample-sized, brand-name
skin, hair, nail and makeup items packed
into a cute, patterned travel bag, all for $12 a
month with free shipping. For those who want
to splurge a bit more, there’s also a $25 “glam
bag plus” and a $50 “glam bag ultimate” option,
which both contain even more products.
When one signs up for Ipsy, they take a quiz
to choose preferences, like their favorite shades
of eyeshadow and scents, skin tone, hair and
eye color and brands they’d like to try, including
Clinique, e.l.f., NYX, Tarte and Urban Decay. In
any bag, one may find mascaras, highlighters,
hair serums, eye creams, nail polish, lip balms,
face masks, foundations and brushes. That’s
not even an exhaustive list.

For students who like to spoil their furry friends

Love With Food

@Breeze_Culture

Ipsy

Bark Box
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Oftentimes, I find myself craving a trip to
the nearest department store in the middle of
the week. Sometimes, it’s for something cute
to decorate my room with, a tasty new snack
to add to my pantry or the latest eye shadow
pallette that won’t leave my wallet crying at the
end of my shopping spree.
But sometimes, I have too much homework,
or I have a hard time deciding what to buy. I
began thinking about other students who may
not have a car or a relaxed schedule that allows
for casual trips to the store. So, I decided to
dive into the world of subscription boxes in
categories like food, beauty, decor and even
pets that ship right to anyone’s door. Here are
some of the most convenient and practical ones
for college students to try.

‘All the world’s a
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The American Shakespeare Center, started by JMU alumni,
commits to historically accurate performances

Just 30 minutes south of JMU sits the
Blackfriars Playhouse, home to the American
Shakespeare Center. Within its walls, there’s
a hidden gem of the Shenandoah Valley: the
world’s only re-creation of Shakespeare’s
indoor theater.
Filled with connections to JMU — from
posters on the walls to the people in the halls
— the Center is Victorian England brought to
the American South, and JMU had a hand in
every part of getting it there.
The Center was founded as the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express in 1988 by Ralph Cohen, a
then-English professor at JMU, and Jim Warren,
a JMU alumnus (’88), out of what Cohen
described as a desire to put on high-quality
productions of Shakespearean theater with a
commitment to period-authentic performance
conditions. When it comes to what allowed
such a seemingly out-of-place idea to flourish,
Cohen credits the people behind it.
“It really was the magic of the people, the
students at JMU really being enthusiastic about
it, really knowing what they were doing, really
knowing what they were saying and getting
into it and having no shame about what they’re
playing, who they’re playing for,” Cohen said.

A little over 30 years later, the Center is
now a nationally recognized institution for
Shakespearean productions with five seasons
and three dedicated companies of actors from
across the country — many of whom are JMU
alumni — and the mission hasn’t changed at
all since the beginning.
John Harrell, a JMU alumnus (’93) and actor
at the Center, said that while it’s a modern
drama institute, the Center’s dedication lies in
faithfully reproducing Shakespearean works
using methods that simulate the way they
would’ve been performed at their conception.
This includes techniques such as leaving all
the lights up to simulate the constraints of
natural light and candlelight Shakespeare
would’ve worked in.
“If you go to a big proscenium theater
with the lights off over the audience, and
you walk on that stage, you can pretend
the audience isn’t there, you know,”
Harrell said. “Here, in our space, we can see
everything. We can see what they’re thinking
and what they’re doing and, you know, how
they’re enjoying it or not enjoying it.”
The Playhouse seats audiences on three
sides of the stage and, sometimes, even on
the stage itself. By doing so, the space puts the
actors within the crowd, creating a dynamic
rarely found in modern theater.
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ARTWORKS GALLERY PRESENTS

Future Openings:
Wednesday March 4, 5:00 - 7:30 PM
Monday April 20, 5:00 - 7:30 PM

Artworks Gallery, 131 W Grace St
Show runs through February 29

youtube.com/breezevideo
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AUTHENTIC ITALIAN CUISINE
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You Care
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Health
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• GYN Care

PIZZA - SUBS - PASTA - HAMBURGERS
Located at

1326 Hillside Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Off Port Republic Road, next to Starbucks

Order online at

www.tuttigusti.us
Or contact us at

(540) 434-6177
FREE WiFi @ Restaurant and FREE DELIVERY

• Abortion Services
• Free Pregnancy Testing
• STD Testing

Catering Available for All Occasions
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• Next Day Appointments

and friendly service and great value for your money. We
invite you to take a seat at our table or yours and enjoy
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CONTACT Jake Conley at breezecopy@
gmail.com. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter @Breeze_Culture.

ten years, we have been proudly serving the city of
Harrisonburg and James Madison University with all the

@Breeze_Culture

to the JMU theater department. In the ’80s and
’90s, he said, if one had an idea, they’d be given
the tools to make something out of nothing, and
that’s what inspired the beginnings of the Center
as the Shenandoah Shakespeare Express.
“There was a sense that you could do it yourself
there, and I think that and this place here, Ralph
Cohen, was a part of that,” Harrell said. “It was that
aesthetic, that idea that ‘I’ve got a couple friends,
I’ve got a few ideas; let’s see what we can do.’”
Through all of its work in Shakespearean
theater and the education of students and lovers
of theater, the American Shakespeare Center
traces its roots back to its birthplace — JMU, where
a professor and a student ran with a dream of
doing Shakespeare right. With companies, crews
and leadership all packed full of people with
connections to JMU, as McSweeney said, “You
can’t throw a brick here where you don’t hit a
JMU person.”
“We didn’t feel like we needed to be a drama
conservatory to put on good productions of
classical plays,” Harrell said. “We could just
be people who knew how to read a script and
had a place. It was a very ‘JMU’ aesthetic.”

@breeze_culture

Ethan McSweeney, artistic director of the
Center, said one of his biggest draws to it is the
atmosphere it can create. He explained that
the art of theater can generate what he called a
“shared experience” and that the Playhouse offers
audiences the opportunity to witness theater in an
intimate setting that may not be found elsewhere.
“It’s the combination of those actors in our
beautiful theater that sits a little over 300, where
everyone is within the reach of the actors’ voice
and their eyes, and it creates an experience that is
incredibly accessible and intimate,” McSweeney
said. “We go to live theater to have experiences
that we can’t have in a movie theater or sitting on
our sofa watching Netflix.”
It’s an environment that, McSweeney said,
demands actors who are fully immersed in their
oftentimes multiple roles. The Center produces
its shows in repertory, meaning several shows are
staged during the same season, requiring actors
to play several roles at the same time.
“Shakespeare is like a muscle, and if you don’t
exercise it, it doesn’t stay strong and flexible,”
McSweeney said. “This is a group where, in all
three different companies, all of these actors have
incredibly well-developed Shakespeare muscles.”
Thirty years later, the Center has found those
actors, it’s built the Blackfriars Playhouse, and it’s
now one of the most well-known destinations for
authentic Shakespearean productions. But that all
started somewhere, and Harrell said it goes back

• Walk In Emergency
Contraceptive

(434) 973-4888
2321 Commonwealth Dr.
Charlottesville, VA 22901
www.wholewomanshealth.com

Hours can vary in the Summer.
Minimum for Delivery: $6.00

Ask about our
JMU specials!
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When
distance
doesn't
matter
Deshon Parker averages 10.1 points and 4.1 assists in the 2019-20 season.

JMU men's basketball sophomore guard Deshon Parker keeps
a strong family bond despite being far from home
By NOAH ZIEGLER
The Breeze

In March 2018, Deshon Parker entered
the Cintas Center at Xavier University with
a chance to win a regional title for his high
school. He had the opportunity to advance
his school into the semifinals and replicate
the state championship that the Wayne
Warriors achieved in 2015. This was his
opportunity to go out on top before he
started a new life at the college level.
Despite the dream of bringing Wayne
High School another state championship in
basketball, the Warriors fell short.
Wayne (Huber Heights, Ohio) lost 65-53
to the eventual champion. There wouldn’t
be a shining moment at the end of Parker’s
high school career. Instead, he walked off the
court with his jersey tousled and his hand
over his face to hide the pain.
In the stands was Toni Myers, Deshon’s
mother, who couldn’t hold back tears. She
knew she’d have to say goodbye to the team
that she and her family had grown up with,
even before high school. For one last time,
she watched her son represent the place that
helped him flourish into a Division-I athlete.
As the team walked back into the locker
room, it signaled the next step for Parker’s
career, which would take him to James

Madison University, just under seven
hours from Huber Heights. The distance
was daunting, but that wasn’t the time for
Myers to worry about what was next.
She was focused on being there for
her son, who was heartbroken from
the end of his high school basketball
career.
That’s how it works in
their family. When one
falls, the rest are there
to help bring them back
up. Parker said it’s been
that way for as long as he can
remember, and it won’t change.
The transition from Southwestern
Ohio to the Shenandoah Valley wasn’t
going to be easy. Parker was born in
the Dayton area and lived there
throughout his childhood and
high school years with Myers and
his older brother, Demond. It’s the
city he said he prides himself on
every time he steps onto the court
as a reminder of what helped him
get to play basketball at the college
level.
There are challenges that
come with playing at a
university that's over 400

miles away from Deshon’s hometown. He
said that not being able to see the people
he cares about the most weighed on him,
but simple things like text messages
and phone calls go a long way for
the family.
“It’s very hard,” Parker said. “I
know when I first got here last year, I
was kind of unsure just because I’m a
big family guy, so I missed my mom.
But, she’s my queen. I FaceTime her
every day, text her, ‘Good morning,
Mom’ every day. There’s no other
way to put it — that’s my world. I
want to see her happy at all times.”
Deshon and Demond have
played basketball since they
were children. Myers said the
gym has been their place to go to
escape from the world and take
a few moments to relax and
play the game they love. To
her, it’s where she knows
her kids can be happy no
matter what.
“The gym has
always been my
boys’ outlet,” Myers
said. “For stress, for
fun, for anything, really

— that’s where they’re home at … I’m glad
Deshon is at a place where he can continue
that because that’s when he’s the happiest.”
Deshon, Demond and Myers FaceTime
every night. They chat throughout the day,
sending quotes and scripture readings,
among other things, to one another. It’s not
the face-to-face conversations they’re used
to, but with a family containing two collegiate
athletes, sacrifices are made. One of the
sacrifices Myers said she made was when
Deshon committed to JMU, meaning that for
the first time in their lives, he’d be far away.
“I always say in the recruiting process
that you’re passing the baton,” JMU men’s
basketball head coach Louis Rowe said. “They
have to trust us. Obviously, we’re never going
to replace their family, but there’s certain
times that we become a part of that family. If
Deshon needs something, and I’ve got to go
over there and check on him, that’s the stuff they
know they can trust me to do.”
Rowe developed a relationship with Deshon’s
mother and father throughout the recruitment
process. Rowe said he believes that when it
comes to recruiting, it’s not just about the player
but rather the player and his family. That’s one of
the things that Myers said earned her trust and
helped Deshon feel comfortable committing
four years of his life to play at JMU.
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success. Sometimes, she sits alongside
Demond, who plays basketball at
Cedarville University, meaning the
family enjoys a few days of being
reunited.
“It’s sad when we leave every time,
and it breaks my heart, but then Deshon
texts me, ‘20 more days, and I’ll be
home,’” Myers said. “We make it work.
We talk about his day, practice, what’s
going well and bad. I spend a lot of time
communicating with them.”
When Deshon returns home, he’ll
be working out and playing basketball.
If able to, he’ll do it with his brother
and best friend. Deshon said playing
on the same team as his brother is the
best feeling in the world because to him,
family is everything, and that’ll never
change.
“I honestly think I was so blessed God
gave me these boys,” Myers said. “I love
being their mother.”

@TheBreezeSports

CONTACT Noah Ziegler at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more basketball coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter
@TheBreezeSports.

@thebreezesports

Now in his sophomore season for the
Dukes, Deshon has had time to adjust
to life away from Ohio. However, he said
there are times where it gets difficult
compared to living close to home. On Dec.
4, JMU fell to in-state rival Radford, 94-71.
Deshon went 0-for-6 from the court and
only amassed two points — both coming
from the free-throw line.
“There are going to be some nights
where you just wish you could drive 20
minutes down the road and go home,”
Deshon said. “We FaceTime a lot, but
FaceTime doesn’t get it that much. But,
having that support system back home
and having that love and care, it’s second
to none.”
Myers said seeing games like the
Radford loss is tough on her because she
wants to be able to console her son, but
she taught her sons at a young age how
to maneuver through adversity and that
every day is a new day.
When Myers is able to make it to
Harrisonburg, she gets to find herself in
a place she grew accustomed to when
her two sons were growing up. For the
entire game, she’s focused on her son’s

The Breeze
BreezeVideo

made-from-scratch salads, soups, sides, and sweets
local, seasonal food & finely curated market

breezejmu.org

Exceptional Sandwiches served
on House-made Sourdough

*delivery available*

MON – FRI: 11AM – 7PM // SAT – SUN: CLOSED
1311 SOUTH HIGH STREET, HARRISONBURG, VA, 22801

Thursday, February 13, 2020

540.217.2494 // www.grayjayprovisions.com
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The best
to wear
the jersey
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@TheBreezeSports
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Kevin Munson (left), Jake Lowery (center) and Kyle McPherson all excelled for the Dukes during their time in Harrisonburg, and each was drafted into MLB.

A breakdown of the top athletes to suit up for JMU baseball

Thursday, February 13, 2020

breezejmu.org

By JOSHUA GINGRICH
The Breeze

From the Diamond Dukes era to 2020, the
JMU baseball fields have been graced with top
athletes, some of which have gone on to see some
form of MLB.

Billy Sample 1973-77

Largely responsible for putting JMU baseball
on the map, Billy Sample thrived during his time
as a Duke. In three years, he batted .388 and was
an All-American in 1976 with a .421 average. He
was inducted into the JMU Athletics Hall of Fame
in 1988, being one of only eight baseball players.
In July 2019, JMU Sports News ranked Sample as
one of the 16 greatest JMU athletes ever.

Lorenzo Bundy 1977-81

After four years as a Duke, Lorenzo Bundy
ranked among the program’s leaders in several
offensive categories. A smart hitter with plenty
of power, the first baseman was a captain on the
JMU teams that reached NCAA regional play in
1980 and 1981. Bundy played professionally for
eight seasons after JMU and was inducted into
the Hall of Fame in 2003.

Dana Allison 1986-89

Pitcher Dana Allison is one of the top athletes
to step onto the pitcher’s mound for the Dukes.
In 1988, he was an All-American and received
several other awards in a season where he
set program records for complete games and
shutouts. Like Eddie Kim, he’s also on the CAA’s
Silver Anniversary Team.

Eddie Kim 2000-03

Kim was an All-American and CAA Player of
the Year twice. A powerful force in the Dukes’
lineup at the turn of the century, he ranks in the
top 10 of several offensive categories and led the
2002 squad to a school-record 44 wins and the
NCAA Tournament. According to JMU Sports, he
was named to the CAA’s Silver Anniversary Team
a top-25 athlete in the league’s first 25 years.

Ryan Reid 2005-06

Ryan Reid is one of the most dominant JMU
pitchers in recent memory. He has the best twoyear strikeout total in program history and was
the ace on a pitching staff that won 38 games and
won the CAA in 2006. Reid was also the Dukes’
last player to reach the majors.

Kellen Kulbacki 2005-07

One of the best power hitters in JMU history,
Kellen Kulbacki still holds numerous JMU
and conference records. He was a first-team
All-American twice (2006, 2007) and was the
Co-National Player of the Year in 2006. He was
selected 40th overall in the 2007 draft by the San
Diego Padres, becoming the third-highest drafted
Duke in the process.

Kevin Munson 2008-10

For three years, Kevin Munson was one of
the best relief pitchers in the CAA. He excelled
at keeping runners off base and closing games,
and he still holds JMU’s career record for saves
with 23. He was named the CAA pitcher of the
year and was first time all-CAA his junior season.

Jake Lowery 2009-11

Jake Lowery may be the best catcher in JMU
history. After two seasons as a solid player,
he elevated to star status his junior year. That
season, when he inserted himself into the top
10 of several single-season categories, he won
the CAA Player of the Year, was named an AllAmerican and won the Johnny Bench Award
— given to the best catcher in the nation.

Kyle McPherson 2015-17

During his three years at JMU, Kyle
McPherson was one of the best hitters in the
program. The 2015 CAA Rookie of the Year
batted over .300 for his career, sprayed the ball
all over the field and got on base frequently. He
was a preseason all-CAA player his sophomore
and junior years, and he parlayed that into a
26th round draft pick by the San Francisco
Giants in 2017.

Shelton Perkins 2018-19

Shelton Perkins spent two years as a dominant
middle reliever for JMU with a great ability to
keep runners off the basepaths and limit home
runs. In addition, he had a high strikeout rate that
allowed him to get the big out when he needed
to. He was drafted by the Baltimore Orioles
last year and is currently in their minor league
system. In Single-A (Short Season) last year with
the Aberdeen Ironbirds, he had 2.04 ERA and 23
strikeouts in 17.2 innings.
CONTACT Joshua Gingrich at gingrihj@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more baseball coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter at
@TheBreezeSports.
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Time for a title run
Opinion | JMU women’s basketball is
built to win the CAA title this season

Kamiah Smalls will be key in helping lead the Dukes to a CAA title win.
By SAVANNAH REGER
The Breeze

played it tough and showed why they’re almost
unstoppable in the CAA.
The Dukes’ grit is also seen in the close games.
JMU stood strong against out-of-conference
teams like UCF, which it defeated 46-43, and
St. John’s. The team also has grit in closer CAA
matchups, like against William & Mary and at
UNCW, where the Dukes won, 66-58. This shows
that JMU doesn’t take any game lightly and that
it’s ready for its final stretch of the season.
There are many aspects that make JMU stand
out in the CAA. The freshman class is dominating
the court with both Jefferson and Tucker getting
solid minutes and putting up the numbers to
support it. The Dukes’ defense continues to
improve, and point differentials for opponents
are going down every game, while the blocks and
rebounds are going up.
JMU women’s basketball has what it takes
to go far. The Dukes have the experience and
the pieces, and it’s up to them to control their
destiny.

@TheBreezeSports

one can see the Dukes’ improvement. At home
against William & Mary this season, the Tribe
put up 70 points on the Dukes on Jan. 3, then
Hofstra posted 50 points and Northeastern had
54. Throughout this season, JMU’s defense has
tightened. It’s decreased its opponents’ point
margin at home significantly. On the road, the
Dukes have also decreased the point margin
on defense — minus the Drexel game — and
they held Delaware to only 39 points at home.
Defense is a major takeaway for JMU, but
so is the team’s overall grit. Coming off a loss,
JMU has been nearly unbeatable. Its first loss
of the season came against Maryland on Nov.
13 in which the team lost, 70-68. But, instead of
dwelling on the heartbreaking loss, the Dukes
defeated the Big East Conference’s St. John’s
76-73 — a solid win.
JMU’s next loss came against Towson on Jan.
12 in which the Dukes’ loss came by a single
point, 76-75. When the Dukes met Towson
again on Sunday, the team was strong from
start to finish and defeated the Tigers solidly at
home. The grit and determination are going to
bring the Dukes far. Instead of worrying about
a CAA rival coming to Harrisonburg, the Dukes

@thebreezesports

On Sunday, JMU women’s basketball played
its first game in the second half of conference
play, defeating Towson 81-39 in the Convocation
Center. The win starts the Dukes off strong as
they enter the latter part of their season, and it
was their first game after a 70-48 loss to Drexel.
In recent seasons, the team has let the CAA
tournament slip away, and players — especially
the seniors — said they’re seeking to end that.
Looking ahead, there are a variety of reasons
for JMU’s success and why this season will be
different from others.
First, there’s the freshman impact. Before
freshman guard Kiki Jefferson is even mentioned,
there’s another player who’s playing a major role
for the team: freshman forward Rayne Tucker.
Tucker started getting minutes when redshirt
senior center Kayla Cooper Williams went down
with an injury, and her role has already been
noticed after just a few games.
Against Northeastern on Jan. 26, Tucker had
nine rebounds in Cooper Williams’ absence with
no points. On Sunday, Tucker had 10 points but

was second on the team in rebounds with nine.
Tucker’s game improves with every minute she
gets and is becoming another crucial piece to
the team.
Then, there’s Jefferson. The guard has been
all over the court in 2019-20, and her play has
progressed. Jefferson has received six CAA
Rookie of the Week awards and is already
nearing 200 points on the season, a number not
many freshmen get to. Jefferson is also a driving
force on and off the court, getting momentum
moving in late games and getting players such
as senior guard Kamiah Smalls amped up
during the games.
With both Tucker and Jefferson developing
well for JMU, its probability of winning the CAA
tournament is growing. However, the Dukes’
defense plays just as important of a role.
On Sunday, JMU held Towson to only 39
points. The Tigers only put up nine points on
the Dukes in the first quarter, while JMU had
21 points. The Dukes allowed the Tigers seven
second-chance points compared to their 18,
and Cooper Williams had a team-high six
blocks.
It’s not just the game against Towson where
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CONTACT Savannah Reger at regersj@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more basketball coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
The Breeze

EAT LIKE A DUKE.
Harrisonburg
1871 South Main Street
( Behind Sheetz )

8 pc chicken, 4 biscuits,
2 picnic fixin’s, ½ gallon iced tea

$
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BreezeVideo

8 PC. TAILGATE
SPECIAL

M-F 8am-5:30 pm; SAT 8am-2pm
breezejmu.org

(540) 433-2792
PrecisionTune.com/HarrisonburgVa
$1990 PREMIUM OIL CHANGE
Includes up to 5 quarts of 5W30 Synthetic Blend Motor Oil,
new oil filter, multi-point vehicle maintenance inspection,
lubrication of grease fittings, top-off vital fluids plus check
& adjust tire pressure.

STATE INSPECTION

$15

Most vehicles. Not valid with other offers. Other restrictions
may apply. Plus tax, shop supplies, waste disposal fees.
At Harrisonburg location only. 5w20 oil and Cartridge oil
filter extra.

Most vehicles. Not valid with other offers. Other restrictions
may apply. At Harrisonburg location only.

EXPIRES 2/29/20

EXPIRES 2/29/20

Breeze

Breeze

• A/C Service • Alignments • Belts • Hoses • Filters • Brakes Service • Diagnostics •
Emissions Repair • Fuel Injection Cleaning • Oil Changes •
Radiator Flush & Fill • Scheduled Maintenance • Tires
• Tune-Ups & Repairs •

You’ve got cars. We can fix ’em.

$$ÒëîðÔáìñÞèåßÔà
ÊÝîîåïëêÞñîãØÃ$

2/29/20 at participating locations only.
Offer good through 12/31/19
Please present coupon before ordering. Not good with any other offer or coupon.
Extra charge for breast piece substitutions. Limit one coupon per customer.

Thursday, February 13, 2020

Now Offering Virginia State Inspections!
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

BreezeVideo

The Breeze

@TheBreezeJMU

@breezejmu

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Suffix for
Wikipedia
4 Humiliate
9 Network with a
“Cameras in the
Court” page
14 Excessively
15 Where many
watch the Beeb
16 Get to laugh
17 Crow
19 Plug-in Chevys
20 Series-ending
abbr.
21 Lightning __
22 “Settle down!”
23 Delete for
security reasons,
say
25 Alphabetize, e.g.
26 Crow
32 Lapped (up)
35 Take to a higher
court
36 Amana Colonies
state
37 Copier pioneer
39 Taylor of fashion
40 Likely 2020
Baseball Hall of
Fame inductee
41 Composer Satie
42 Taco sauce
brand
44 IRS identifier
45 Crow
48 In years past
49 Range that
contains much of
the Mark Twain
National Forest
53 Temple with an
upcurved roof
56 Blue-__: pain
relief brand
58 “Allow me”
59 Meter measure
60 Crow
62 Electric car
named for a
physicist
63 Kirin competitor
64 Zero, in soccer
65 Get to the point?
66 Exorcist’s target
67 “Get how it’s
done?”
DOWN
1 “Some __ time”
2 Waze
recommendation
3 Lose one’s grip

By Kevin Christian and Howard Barkin

4 Delta hub code
5 Draft source
6 Pet food brand
7 Avoided a tag,
perhaps
8 “Queer __”:
revived style
show
9 Frolic
10 Blended
beverage
11 Yank
12 Bubbly city
13 Stick-y place to
sleep?
18 Spill the beans
22 Slinky shape
24 Persuade with
flattery
25 Title river in a
Gershwin/Caesar
song
27 Like Wyoming’s
population
28 Start of the back
nine
29 Quickly writes
30 Is in the red
31 It may get crewel
treatment
32 x, y and z, in
math
33 Polo of “The
Fosters”

2/13/20

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

Find crossword and
sudoku answers at
breezejmu.org

2/13/20

©2020 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

34 Shillelagh’s land
38 Words that
activate an
assistant
40 “Empire State of
Mind” rapper
42 White-bellied
swimmer
43 First name in
comedy
46 Make lovable
47 Souvlaki meat
50 Comes down

51 2012 NBA Rookie
of the Year __
Irving
52 Crab-walk
53 Miniature golf
stroke
54 Riding the waves
55 [Oh no!]
56 Besides that
57 Word said with a
tip of the hat
60 Evil
61 It’s all relatives

Level LevelLevel
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MADISON MARKETPLACE
Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only listings are
FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals and more using our
online placement tool. Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

JOBS

Free Horse Boarding
In exchange for work or riding privileges.
Only 7 miles from JMU campus.
540-383-3320.

Full-Time School Bus Drivers
The City of Harrisonburg is seeking
applications for full-time School Bus
Drivers. To find out more and apply online,
visit https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

Thursday, February 13, 2020

Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

4 Bedroom, 2 Bath House for Rent
Large porch, on/off street parking.
Available August 1, 2020. 1800$/month.
Hardwood floors, very large family, dining
and living rooms. Lots of natural light. Mud
room at back entrance. New gas furnace
with high efficiency. Two staircases to
second floor. Washer/dryer/disposal/
dishwasher. Pets welcome with no pet
rental or deposits. Text/call 540-908-0650

breezejmu.org

Field Trip Driver Part-Time
Do you want a part-time job that fits
your flexible schedule? If so, the Field
Trip Driver may be the right job for you
as you’ll get paid $14.68 - $15.18 per
hour to drive students to/from events
and get to stay and watch the games/
activities! Apply online at https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment.

Apartment for Rent
Professional grade, fully furnished, large
modern apartment. Country setting.
Available 2/1/20. You won’t find a better
one. $900 single, $1000 double. Call
540-746-7445.

BreezeVideo

Launch Your Nonprofit: Steps You
Need to Know
Not all New Year’s Resolutions start in
the gym - maybe yours is different! Are
you thinking about starting a nonprofit
organization? In this workshop, you will
learn: how to prepare the process, the
steps to incorporate in Virginia, tools
and resources for startup nonprofits,
and alternatives to launching. https://
launch-your-nonprofit.eventbrite.com

media organization, seeks a student
graphic designer for print and online
advertising. Job requirements include
creating ads for clients, collaboration
with Advertising Coordinator, page
layout and design. Must be deadline
oriented. Knowledge of Adobe software
and previous design experience. EOE.
Apply at JMU Job Link
https://joblink.jmu.edu/postings/6587

Line Dance Lessons
Dance Club is holding 8 weekly country
line dance lessons at Blue Ridge Christian
School, 290 Mill St., Dayton VA. Lessons
start 1/24/2020 7:30-9:30 p.m. and run
every Friday for 8 weeks. Cost $5 per
person per evening. Attend all get the 8th
lesson FREE. Questions email trascotti@
gmail.com

HOUSING

The Breeze

Yard Work Needed
Looking for someone to do GENERAL
YARD WORK. Very flexible hours. Very
good pay. Located in Penn Laird. Call
(540)289-6181.

The Breeze, JMU’s award-winning student

SERVICES

Appliance Repair
Home Appliance Repair services anywhere
near Harrisonburg and JMU. 540 208 5476
or visit www.appliancerepairharrisonburg.
com for more info.

@TheBreezeJMU

Summer Conference Assistant
Looking for real work experience this
summer? Want to build your resume?
Become a Summer Conference Assistant
with the JMU Conference Services team!
Visit https://info.jmu.edu/conferences/
summer-employment/ for details.

Graphic
Designer
Wanted

Internet Sales Associate
Sales and Internet Associate. Build a
career in the fabric and sewing field.
Looking for someone interested in
learning how to sew, sell and to manage
and boost the store’s internet presence.
Part-time to begin, full-time in future.
Permanent position. Ragtime Fabrics.
Information and application www.
ragtimefabrics.com, “About Ragtime” tab.

@breezejmu

Drivers Wanted
Come join the team delivering the
best pizza in town! Chanello’s Pizza
has been serving JMU since 1998.
Drivers should be 18yo with reliable
car, insurance and clean driving record.
You will take cash home every night
plus receive a paycheck every two
weeks. Earning at least $100 a night is
common while averaging $14-$20/hr.
MUST be available late nights (2 a.m.
daily, 3:30 a.m. Fri/Sat) and required
to work at least one weekend night per
week. Apply to chanellospizzajmu@
gmail.com.

Pilates, Barre & Fitness Instructors
Wanted
A new Pilates & Barre Studio in downtown
Harrisonburg is seeking part-time
instructors with a dance and/or fitness
background to teach Pilates, barre
and fitness classes. Make up to $30/
hr once certified. Call or text Jessica @
843.324.6987 for details.
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JMU

• RENOVATED CLUBHOUSES •
• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •

APPLY FREE ONLINE

THEHILLSJMU

540.432.0600 | LIVE-THEHILLS.COM

